COUNTY of ROCKINGHAM
Finance Department

Date:

April 12, 2019

To:

Potential Bidders

Re:

ITB 19-0401-01 Field Lighting at Rockingham Park

Rockingham County is hereby issuing an addendum to the ITB for the above referenced project. All
questions must be submitted in writing by 12:00 PM on Tuesday, April 16, 2019.
1. Are all conduits in place? Yes
2. Is contractor to erect poles? Yes
3. Is contractor responsible for any field damage while setting poles with crane? Yes
4. Do site conditions dictate when poles can be erected? Yes
5. Can poles be set on softball fields before fields are seeded? Yes -Seeding is to take place by
5/10/19
6. Can the final grading plan be posted? Yes
7. How many poles are there total? 30 poles total
8. Is the concrete around the press box load bearing enough to handle crane? No
9. How soon can Musco lights/poles be delivered?
4-6 weeks from the receipt of purchase order from the owner. The contactor cabinets
may be able to be delivered sooner so the controls work can be done while the
poles/fixtures are being manufactured. There will be one contactor cabinet for soccer
field lighting and two contactor cabinets for the diamond fields if all four fields are
contracted.
10. Does Pg. 9, Section 2.6(B)(1) of scope apply to this project?
No. Please omit. This section is the responsibility of the lighting manufacturer.
11. Do the poles come assembled?
No. They will come in sections with the longest section of any one pole being 40'.
12. What is the wattage on the fixtures?
1150w
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13. Are there attachment pick points for rigging on the poles or do they use slips?
The poles do have jacking ears on the top and bottom to help with assembly. As far as
rigging goes, everything is slip fit. Attached is a copy of our standard installation
instructions for more information.
14. Are light angles pre-set? If not who is responsible for setting the proper angle?
Yes, all of the aiming is done at the factory. A Musco representative will be on site to
help with setting the poles.
15. Where will Musco be positioning when delivered?
Please see the answer to question 16.
16. Is it the contractor responsibility for unloading the Musco pole delivery and positioning the light
poles as required?
Yes, Musco will coordinate with the contractor to schedule delivery. The contractor
is responsible for unloading of each truck and staging the equipment as they see fit.

Thank you for your interest in doing business with Rockingham County.
Sincerely,

Justin Moyers
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